Advantages and disadvantages on paying for using smartphone apps.
Do the advantages outweigh the disadvantages?
In recent years, individuals are increasingly depending dependent on smartphone apps
for payment purposesin smartphones. However,In my opinion, despite some legitimate
drawbacks, this is a positive development on the whole. charges on membership or
upgraded version are applied for variety of apps and the numbers are keeping
increase.
Those who support the payments on using smartphone apps are focusing on the quality
of the user experiences. Firstly, some many individuals desire to access to more
high-quality resources and functions with high quality by making extra additional
payments in apps. For example, users in China can opt to pay for the premium versions
Additionally, many supporters state that the extra payment on using apps make more
funds available for designers to help them to upgrade their system efficiently to
meet the demand required by certain users. For example, charges are applied on most
of apps for designing and drawing and more ideas or templates will be released for
paid version which is beneficial for spepific group of users. Moreover, membership
on video website allows audience to skip the pre-show advertisement and it will
obviously improve the experience of watching TV series by avoiding waste extra time.
Those who support payments on using smartphone apps focus on the quality of the user
experience. This applies to both the user and the company producing the app. The
user receives access to high-quality resources and functions by making additional
payments in apps and the company that produces the app can help them to upgrade their
systems efficiently to meet the demand required. For example, charges are applied
on most apps for designing and drawing such as Procreate on the iPad and more ideas
or templates will be released for the paid versions, which is beneficial for
specialised groups of users. Membership also often entails allowing audiences to
skip the pre-show advertisements on apps such as the paid version of YouTube and
improves the experience of streaming video online.

On the other hand, there are some legitimate/definite/decided disadvantages related
to payments of usingon apps. First of all, decision for payment systems are less
participated by userpayment systems are not always transparent in how they will
charge users. Accordingly, the This limited consideration in of the rights of users
is one factor causing unreasonable charge concern among the public. For example,
a video app was suited sued by users last year in China in 2020. The app introduced
a so-called gold membership with an extra payment required above its the original
membership level but the privileges for the new membership used to be free for the
those with the original membership. Furthermore, the cost for using apps concern
hurts people disadvantaged segments of the population with lower income such as
students, which may result in a decline in uses for some apps as returna result.
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In China, the market for illegally pirated software is becoming increasegrowing as
a plenty of users stop using some apps for increasing costwould rather download a
free version than pay the ever-increasing fees on paid apps.
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In my opinion, it paying online is a positive development on apps with someas long
as they involve reasonable, transparent payments. However, regulations are needed
to ensure the rights of user is are consideredprotected.
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